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The Survivor Manual may be the real deal--based on techniques taught to the U. MILITARY and
tested in actual survival situations over decades, the information in this publication could help
beat any the weather, any circumstance, any odds.S. Mark Burnett is the show's Executive
Producer along with creator Charlie Parsons. This fully illustrated guide will highlight how
to:--find direction and orienteer --perform 1st aid--travel over every type of terrain from glaciers to
quicksand--determine edible plants--fish and trap--place poisonous plant life and
snakes--withstand a blizzard--build a raft--construct a shelter--live through an avalanche--survive
in groups--and much, a lot more CBS' "Survivor" is the most successful fresh tv program of the
21st century.
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great survival information great survival information, addresses everything one would need to
know in the worst circumstances. If you don't are likely to choke on a potatoe chip, then you can
read the section on Choking and the Heimlich. This book is NOT about the tv screen show. This
is a great book if you are planning on camping any time soon because something could fail and
at your fingertips you have ALL the resources you have to survive. Right? This is similar to the
Boy Scout Handbook but with a Survivor twist. This is an incredible book..Just KNOW VERY
WELL WHAT It Is BEFORE You Buy It!. I am 15 and have read EVERY Survivor publication. Five
Stars Great book with a whole lot of helpful tips. Yes, it is endorsed by the television series and
all nonetheless it is a existence saving book. Very Well Done. Five Stars Great book! One more
thing that this has is normally illustrations of what you should do to survive. Five Stars Great buy
Four Stars it was a gift, have not gotten any feedback I've not read it yet I can't imagine it being
anything but great, based on my encounters with the Survivor movies from earlier seasons. I
totally recommend this in the event that you camp. But if you're a couch potato and don't plan on
leaving any time soon you truly don't need this book. i would recommend everyone grab a copy
and retain in handy. I know I didn't spell that right. Buy It! But this book is a good edition to the
survivor followers library. Tag Burnett ONLY wrote the introduction, he didn't write the WHOLE
book. Five Stars Perfect condition
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